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ABSTRACT- In this paper, we extend an upper bound result of Cocks [1989] to
obtain a formula for porosity growth in ductile metals. Pressure and deviatoric
stress are included. The matrix plasticity model involves the plastic strain rate as a
power of the deviatoric stress, with a yield stress. The results show that the
deviatoric stress cannot be neglected in calculating the porosity growth, even for
high triaxialities.

INTRODUCTION: Void growth models used in spa.llation (Johnson [1981])
often include only the pressure and neglect the deviatoric stress, since spallation
driving conditions involve a large negative pressure. One consequence of this is
that very small voids require a very large negative pressure in order to grow, i. e.
enough stress to fully plasticise the material. However, in spa.llation driving
conditions, the material is already in plastic flow before void growth starts, due to
the presence of sufficient deviatoric stress for yield. Hence, it would seem that
the void growth should start, in the tensile loading cycle, long before the pressure
only model predicts.

In this paper, we investigate the contribution of deviatoric stress to void growth
by extending an upper bound theory of the plastic flow potential due to Cocks
[1989]. The derivation of the theory will first be sketched, followed by a
presentation of results and conclusions.

THE COCKS LOWER BOUND THEORY: Cocks [1989] derived an
approximation to the plastic flow potential for an incompressible, plastic solid in
stress equilibrium (no inential effects) at a strain rate determined by the applied
external stresses. The plastic flow potential is useful in that its gradient with
respect to the stress tensor produces the inelastic strain rate tensor. He derived a
lower bound to the plastic flow potential by varying a trial strain rate field. We
will extend his results for greater realism by including a yield stress, y, in the
matrix plasticity.

The matrix material is assumed to have the following power law plastic flow law

for k,, the effective plastic strain rate: & = go((@– Y) / Co)”, where @is the

effective deviatoric stress in the matrix, ~~, and y is the yield stress,

included here but not by Cocks [1989]. COis the deviatoric stress tensor. .4. is

defined in terms of the plastic strain rate tensor, &i, as follows: ~?%%. go ~d

O. are material parameters that set the scale for the strain rate and the applied

stress, respectively



With the addition of y, Cocks’ variational principle for Y, the macroscopic flow
potential, becomes:

(1)

where V~ is the sample volume and m is rd(n+l). ~J2 is the actual remote

stress. The superscript 1 identifies a trial strain rate field of effective value g~,

that is compatible with the trial macroscopic strain rate, E&. A spherical cell

model is chosen and the variation of the strain rate field is carried out in two steps.

First, an overall size parameter k is introduced as follows: ~~ = 4 g$ and

~~ = 12$, where the c superscript indicates a “reduced” field to be varied

further. fi$ and A$ are chosen to be the superposition of a spatially uniform

deviatoric strain rate of magnitude one, (3/ z)~ti/ Z, , where Sij is the remote

deviatoric stress and Z, is the remote effective deviatoric stress, and a dilatational

strain rate resulting from the expansion of a single void of radius a in the spherical

cell. The dilatational part of &&is parametrized as follows:

g:”= –s((2 / r)3

&;.=&;o=(~lzxa /03”’
(2)

where &is the remaining adjustable parameter which equals the radial strain rate

of the field ,4& at the void radius a. Importantly, since&is used extensively

hereafter, it is also the ratio of the (overall) local strain rate at radius, a, to the
(overall) deviatoric strain rate. The trial strain rate field can be fitted to the

effective macroscopic deviatoric strain rate, E:, and to the macroscopic volume

dilation, E ~ , by fitting it to these quantities at the spherical cell’s surface. There

results: E: = A. and E ~~= $ Ape, where p is the porosity.

In performing the variation of Y (l), the trial field 1 is first inserted. L is then

varied in the result to obtain an expression for L that can then be inserted back

into the Eqn. (1) for Y. The result is then varied with respect to, set to zero, and

manipulated to obtain the following expression containing the unknowns:

~= [%1,/2 - E,,*+ (Ze 1 y - p&li/,)E/2t]/ [pdze / y)[l -E / 2t]. (3)

In the above the following notation has been used: a = (~~~ 1Z,),

is the “volumetric tension” or minus the pressure.

.
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Et and It are functions of the parameter t which equals (n+l)/n. Explicit versions
for t equal to Y2 are used above. The explicit versions are:

1%/2=~=-P4= and PEI,,,=E,,,-wIO, (pe+~~),(g+~) .
[ 1

The Eqn. (3) can be used with the “once varied” expression for Y mentioned (but

not shown) above to eliminate, for later convenience, Zm from that expression.

The result is:

+1
Y= (&oo/ (n+ l))[(&-yE1/2)@@2~@+@/2~)1~ J (4)

which still contains the parameter, e, as an unknown. It should be mentioned that

“lC is neglected.the small cross term between the two fields that arises in Se

The connection of the above quantities with the time rate of change of the
porosity, f5, is as follows:

~/p=$(l–p) EA. (5)

In order to obtain the rate of porosity growth explicitly as a function of the applied
external stresses, the Eq. (3) for e must be solved numerically. Instead of doing

this, we will proceed in the following by considering &to be a parameter to use in

making parametric plots. In the full paper, a quicker approximation for e will be
given.

POROSITY GROWTH RATE CALCULATION: We will proceed by plotting
contours of constant porosity growth rate in the plane of external stresses, Z, and

Z., usings as a parameter. First, a parametric Eqn. for Z, can be obtained by

[inserting the following Eqn. for 2: ~=& (Xe–Y~U~l[O@-~t(l–3~)]1 into

Eqn. (5) and solving the result for X,. This Eqn. for Acan be obtained from the

variational Eqn. for A mention earlier and Eqn. (3) for s.

The resulting parametric Eqn. is: X,.: Z,= FPaP~o + E., y, where

FP=PZI. [l-E / 2t]/ (2’”), and ~P is the following nondimensional function of the

porosity growth rate: ap = {(2/3)(@p)/[(1-p) &]}]’n.

A parametric Eqn. for & can be obtained by combining Eqn. (5) for the porosity

growth rate, Eqn.(3), and the above Eqn. for 2 to eliminate the deviatoric
stress, X.. Solving the result for Xmgives the following:

X.= GFPaPo. –(2J3Ly,

where G F, = (=/ 3t) In /(#n) and L = log[(pz+~~) i (z+-)].

A similar set of parametric equations can be obtained for surfaces of constant
potential Y. In the full paper, it will be shown that they yield a generalized
“Gurson surface’ in the n + - limit.
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RESULTS: Fig. 1 above shows three contours of constant porosity growth rate
and the Gurson surface for a p of value 0.05, y and LOvalues of 1, and a strain

rate power of 1. The plotting space is Z, on the x axis and Z./PO on the y axis,

where POis X. / (2 / S)yllog(p)l. The contours are for the following three values of

aP: 1, 2, and 3. For these values, p/p is roughly 1 to 3 times as large as &. The

zero porosity rate contour turns out to be the Gurson surface, as will be discussed
in the full paper. From Fig. 1, it can be seen that the porosity growth rate depends
significantly on the deviatoric stress when the latter quantity approaches the yield
stress in magnitude. The presence of deviatoric stress of magnitude equal to the
yield, y, can double the porosity growth rate. Hence, accurate modeling of void
growth must include the deviatoric stress as a contributor.

DISCUSSION: The void growth model by Johnson [1981], even though it lacks a
dependence on deviatoric stress, has proved successful in modeling free surface
VISAR data from span gas gun plate impact experiments. In this model, a very
small initial porosity requires a large negative pressure to start void growth by
plasticizing the whole sample by pressure alone. A much smaller negative
pressure would, in reality, start small voids growing because of the initial
deviatoric stress. The reason this model works is probably because a large initial
negative pressure is needed in reality for void nucleation. Hence, the model mocks
up void nucleation by the threshold to grow small voids. The present theory with
void nucleation added would be more realistic.
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